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the opposite direction round a parallel axis through its point of application. First let the rotation be about an axis parallel to x through a right angle. The X forces are all unchanged, but the Y forces now act parallel to z in the positive direction while the Z forces act parallel to y in the negative direction. Hence, writing T for Z and — # for T in the equations of moments already found, we have
Joining these to the preceding equations we find Zx = 0, -TyssO, -3Tj=sO, Fa = 0, i.e. every constituent with an x in it (except XB) is zero.
In the same way by turning the system round y we find that all the constituents are zero except Xx, Yy, Zz. But we also find that Fy + ^ = 0, ZZ + XX = Q9 Xs+Fy = 0. Hence each of the three XX) Yy, Zz is also zero. Thus all the twelve elements are zero.
That these conditions of equilibrium are sufficient as well as necessary follows at once from the previous article. Thus, since the force F is the resultant of Xxjat Yx/a, ZJa, it is clear that F is zero. Similarly G and H are zero. Since XQ, F0, Z0, are zero the principal force E is zero, so that the body is in equilibrium in all positions.
We may however also arrive at the same result independently. The body and forces in any one position being referred to axes x, y, z, let the twelve elements be zero. The axes #, y, z remaining fixed in space, let the body be moved about the origin into any other position, and let the coordinates of the point (x, y, z) become (xf, y', z'). Since x, y, z are linear functions of x', y', z' whose coefficients are independent of the coordinates, it is evident that the twelve elements SAV <fec. are also zero. The six statical equations of equilibrium referred to in Art. 11 are therefore satisfied in this new position of the body.
12. If two systems of forces be referred to the same origin and axes they cannot be astatically equivalent unless the twelve elements are equal each to each.
Let the twelve elements of the two systems be Xx &c., Xx &c. If we reverse the forces of the second system, the two systems together would be in equilibrium. Hence Xx — X x = 0, &c. = 0.
Thus all the elements are equal each to each.
13. Ex. 1. If the same system of forces can be astatically represented in either of two ways, viz. (1) by three forces (F, G, H) acting at (A, B, C) or (2) by three other forces (Ff, (?', H') acting at (A', J3', C'), prove that (unless the system can be reduced to two astatic forces instead of three) the planes ABC, A'B'G' must coincide.
Let us first suppose that the three forces F, G, H, are not all parallel to one plane. Take the plane A'B'C' as the plane of xy. We have X2, Ys, Zz, the same for both systems. But since the ordinates of the points of application of F't (?', If,

